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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Many of New Zealand’s rural and provincial 
communities face huge socio-economic 
challenges. For young people, many of these 
challenges are exacerbated.  
 
The Future Leaders programme supports 
young people in rural and provincial 
communities to connect, explore big 
issues affecting their future, build their 
entrepreneurial and leadership capability, and 
make a difference in their backyard. This year, 
we’ve been working with young people in 
the Far North, Whangarei, Opotiki, Kawerau, 
Whakatane, and Palmerston North.

In its second year, the 2017 programme built 
on a number of insights and lessons from last 
year’s pilot programme.
 
The key changes in the 2017 programme 
included recruiting and training Coaches on-
the-ground to increase local support, more 
workshops and national hui to build capability, 
and greater community engagement. 
 
Thanks to these changes, the 2017 
programme has seen a huge improvement 
in the quality of outcomes for young people. 
This is reflected in the “most significant 
change” sections of this report, as well as the 
quantitative data that demonstrates significant 
increases in various social entrepreneurship 
and leadership capabilities for participants.  
 
To see the transformation that this programme 
is starting to have for young people is deeply 
humbling. There is so much more we can do. 
My gratitude goes out to the young people, 
Coaches, partners and supporters who have 
stepped up to be part of this learning journey. 

We have taken a rigorous approach to learning 
and evaluation, and based on feedback from 
a range of stakeholders there are a number 
of insights and recommendations that we are 
looking to integrate into the 2018 programme.
 
The proposed changes for next year include 
a refined curriculum, increased training and 
support for our local Coaches, a longer 
programme with more workshops and 
events, more opportunities for community 
engagement, and opening up the programme 
to benefit significantly more young people. 
 
To the generous people and organisations 
who have contributed time and resources to 
make the Future Leaders programme possible 
– thank you. Nga mihi nui kia koutou.

Guy Ryan, CEO & Founder, Inspiring Stories 
2015 Young New Zealander of the Year
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WHY ARE WE DOING THIS?
Many of New Zealand’s rural and provincial communities face significant socio-economic challenges. 
For too many young people these challenges are exacerbated. Other local challenges include access 
to employment, quality training and development, and a lack of support. We can change this.

Future Leaders supports young people to 
build future-relevant skills and qualities that 
will better prepare them for the future of work, 
and to contribute to their communities.  
 
These capabilities and qualities include 
communication skills, problem-solving, critical 
thinking, entrepreneurship, leadership, a 
greater sense of ambition, optimism, and 
resilience. The programme achieves this 
by combining various layers of coaching, 
mentoring, events, workshops and support. 
 
Perhaps most importantly, young people on 
the programme work in teams to apply their 
learning and develop a project to make a 
difference in their backyard.

This 2017 programme provides evidence that 
change is possible. This is demonstrated in 
the reflections from participants on the ‘most 
significant change’, as well as the quantitative 
data across five key outcome areas as follows: 
 

 better connected to a community of peers  
   and support locally and nationally

 a better understanding of a range of socio- 
   economic issues that affect their future, and  
   the future of their communities

 increasing their social entrepreneurship and 
   leadership capability (various competencies).

 young people apply their learning and take  
   action to make a difference locally

 exploring pathways into entrepreneurship,  
   employment and leadership
 
 

From climate change to inequality, mental 
health to unemployment – too many young 
people feel overwhelmed by the issues. Too 
many young people don’t feel valued, don’t 
feel optimistic about the future, or like their 
efforts can make a difference. This is not ok. 
 
The Future Leaders programme works to 
change this by connecting young people from 
rural and provincial communities, supporting 
them to explore the issues that affect their 
future, to feel inspired, and build their ideas 
and skills to make a difference. In the simplest 
sense, Future Leaders is about empowerment.

When young people feel empowered, they are 
much more likely to contribute to society.

BETTER OUTCOMESBETTER CONNECTED BETTER CAPABILITY
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PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
Future Leaders supports young people to build capability, be inspired, and work as a team to make a 
difference in their community. The 2017 programme included coaching, mentoring, national and local 
workshops, and attending Festival for the Future and the Social Enterprise World Forum.

WHAT ARE THE DESIRED 
OUTCOMES FOR YOUNG 
PEOPLE ON THE PROGRAMME?

OCTOBER NOVEMBERSEPTEMBERAUGUSTJULYAPRIL MAY JUNEMARCH

MEET WITH THE LOCAL MAYOR ON A SEMI-REGULAR BASIS (SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY)

1-ON-1 LOCAL COACHING AND MENTORING EVERY MONTH

WORKSHOP 1 WORKSHOP 2 WORKSHOP 3 WORKSHOP 4 WORKSHOP 5

LOCAL HUI

NATIONAL 
HUI 1

NATIONAL 
HUI 2

(FFTF17)

NATIONAL 
HUI 3

(SEWF17)

DEVELOP AND TEST LOCAL PROJECT TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Increased connectivity – young 
people are better connected with a 
community of peers and mentors.

Increased knowledge – of future 
challenges, and how young people 
can and are making a difference.

Increased capability – building 
future-relevant capabilities including 
entrepreneurial and leadership skills. 

Taking action – in response to local 
challenges, working as a team to 
prototype and test a solution(s).

Pathways – into employment, 
entrepreneurship and leadership – 
beyond the programme.

RECRUITMENT PROCESS 
SELECTING PARTICIPANTS 
AND COACHES FOR THE 
2017 PROGRAMME
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MOST SIGNIFICANT CHANGE
EVERYTHING I learnt from the 

programme has deeply impacted my 

life in one way or another. The key 

concepts I’ve learnt are networking, 

seeing everything as a resource, and 

how to develop lasting relationships. 

I’ve learned a lot of social skills, 

cultural skills and so much more from 

all the people I’ve met.

There are a lot of issues within my 

community that I believe can be solved 

(or at least partially solved) by the 

resources and learning gained from 

this programme. I definitely see the 

need for Future Leaders to be in my 

community, and the value of it could 

be immense if expanded in my region.

I learnt to believe in myself and to 

follow an idea through with a plan. 

One of many things I took away from 

Festival is that my options are limitless. 

I am limitless. I won’t let anything stop 

me if I have a dream I want to pursue.

Renee Walters 
Far North 

Tahiri Mahaki 
Whakatane 

Johnelle Hosking 
Palmerston North

My knowledge & understanding of 

issues in our community and country 

has been the single most significant 

change for me. I have learnt SO 

much that I never would have been 

interested in before this experience. 

The programme is a massive 

opportunity for growth and should be 

experienced by more young people so 

they can grow and create projects of 

their own to better our community.

I’m definitely more resilient as a result.

I learnt how to follow the design-

thinking process and pursue solutions 

to real problems in our community. 

I learnt how to network, expand my 

leadership capabilities and was able to 

educate myself on issues which New 

Zealand youth face nationwide. The 

challenges helped me to stop, change 

my perspective and adapt accordingly. 

Ella Rankin / Whangarei
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MOST SIGNIFICANT CHANGE
Being able to see that there are other 

like minded and motivated youth in NZ 

is very encouraging, and it makes it 

so much more attainable when I think 

about change. I have seen how much 

of an impact it can have for people to 

see the local youth standing up and 

asking/challenging/making change. 

It really makes people realise that 

actually, there is an issue, and if these 

young people can start something 

then I can too - or support them to 

do so. Our communities recognise 

that we are the future leaders but 

opportunities like future leaders come 

up so rarely in rural areas and so our 

gems are left unpolished. It also can 

bring people together to see this.

Future Leaders has given me the 

opportunity and motivation to be 

a champion for youth in the Bay of 

Plenty. It’s been such an amazing 

experience. I have grown so much.

Joseph Ngametuangaro 
Opotiki

Nina Griffiths 
Far North 

Aroha Puru / Far North

It’s opened my eyes to a whole new 
world of possibilities. I’ve learnt new 
concepts, skills, and met so many 
amazing people. Where I come from 
the opportunities to get access to this 
much development and support are 
next to nil – I’ve grown so much. 

I remember how dark things seemed. 
I had no hope for a positive future, 
and felt as though I was not worth 
anything. I‘ve grown so much 
personally. I’ve been shown new 
ways to look at problems and create 
solutions. I’ve been taught that I am 
my most important asset, that I need 
to take care of myself so that I can 
take care of others.

We have been encouraged to learn 

and think. We have been challenged 

to consider our motivation, passion 

and purpose. I’ve gained a better 

understanding of the issues facing our 

community and others. I’ve been given 

opportunities to develop knowledge 

and skills, grow, learn from others and 

work collaboratively. 

Leah Baken / Palmerston North
Blair Kapa-Peters / Far North
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QUANTITATIVE OUTCOMES

The programme has helped me develop connections 
with a community of peers, locally and nationally.

... my knowledge of social enterprise.

... my sense of ambition

... I feel more optimistic about the future

... my leadership skills.

... my sense of resilience... my communication skills.

... my problem-solving skills.

... my entrepreneurship skills.

... my personal and/or social skills.

...helped me to develop a better understanding of a 
range of socio-economic issues that affect my future.

Did you take action to make a difference? (YES / NO)

The programme has exposed me to pathways into...

... employment (YES / NO)

... entrepreneurship (YES / NO)

... leadership (YES / NO)

... that affect the future of my community.
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TARGET OUTCOME 1 
BUILDING CONNECTIONS

TARGET OUTCOME 3 
BUILDING CAPABILITY

TARGET OUTCOME 2 
LEARNING ABOUT FUTURE CHALLENGES

TARGET OUTCOME 4 
TAKING ACTION

TARGET OUTCOME 5 
PATHWAYS

Decreased

Remained The Same

Somewhat Increased

Increased

Significantly Increased
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QUANTITATIVE OUTCOMES

... develop my digital skills, and become more 
confident using technology.

... develop my financial literacy, learning more about 
money, how to get it, and financial sustainability.

... skills to support my mental health and wellbeing.

 0% 
18.75% 

 25% 
43.75% 

12.5%

 0% 
18.75% 
43.75% 
18.75% 
18.75%

 0% 
0% 

25% 
37.5% 
37.5%

TARGET OUTCOME 3 
BUILDING CAPABILITY

Decreased

Remained The Same

Somewhat Increased

Increased

Significantly Increased

Whilst the majority of quantitative outcomes demonstrates strong capability increases across most 
areas, areas for improvement include digital and financial capability, and mental health and wellbeing.

How might we better build digital skills, 
and support young people to become 
more confident using technology? 
One of our assumptions heading into the 2017 
programme was that all young people would 
have access to a laptop, a smart phone, and 
reception. This assumption was proven wrong.  
 
Microsoft have expressed strong interest in 
partnering with us to support young people 
in rural and provincial areas to build their 
digital capabilities. They have offered support 
across a range of areas including helping to 
train our Coaches, assisting with workshops 
for participants, leveraging their partners 
to provide hardware such as laptops that 
participants can use, as well as assisting with 
software such as Microsoft Office. Whilst we 
are still working through the details, having 
Microsoft on board as a technology partner 
could play a significant role in helping young 
people to improve their digital capability.

How might we better support young 
people to build their financial literacy, 
learning more about money, how to get it, 
and financial sustainability? 
There are various ways that we can work to 
achieve stronger outcomes in these areas as 
part of the 2018 programme. This includes: 
 – finding a partner to assist with this 
 – training of Coaches, and KPI’s 
 – building it in as part of the workshop series 
 – requiring a budget for the team project 

How might we better support young 
people to develop skills to support their 
mental health and wellbeing? 
Alumni from our Live the Dream programme 
run a venture called CoLiberate, and have just 
been accredited as the official mental health 
first aid certificate provider for Wellington. We 
plan to work with them in 2018 to assist with 
training for our Coaches, as well as tools and 
resources to support our participants.
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OTHER HIGHLIGHTS

A NEW NATIONAL YOUTH COUNCIL 
NETWORK FORMED AT THE FESTIVAL 
Associated Youth Councils from our Future 
Leaders regions helped to create a new 
National Youth Council network at FFTF17.

BRINGING RURAL PERSPECTIVES TO 
IMPORTANT ISSUES FOR OUR NATION 
JJ Rika and Ashley Winiata spoke on the 
Future of Work and Technology, and Future of 
Education panels alongside industry ‘thought 
leaders’ at Festival for the Future. As well as 
each bringing a Maori and youth perspective 
to these issues, they provided an important 
voice for young people in rural communities 
who are often overlooked.

YOUNG PEOPLE IN DEMOCRACY AND 
CIVIC ENGAGEMENT 
Given the 2017 national election, one of the 
key themes at Festival for the Future was 
the future of politics and democracy, which 
also included a political debate with various 
party leaders. This had an impact for many 
young people, who previously didn’t care or 
understand the importance, were motivated to 
get more engaged in the elecations and vote.

ABI SYMES SHARING HER STORY 
Our Coach for Palmy, Abi Symes also spoke 
at Festival, sharing her journey through mental 
health and gender discriminiation challenges, 
and her experience running for Mayor.

JOSEPH NGAMETUANGARO WINS LOCAL 
HERO & RISING STAR AWARDS 
2017 has been a big year for Joseph from 
Opotiki. Having come through huge adversity 
losing both of his parents at a young age, he’s 
found himself in some pretty dark places. The 
Future Leaders programme has connected 
him with support, and helped him increase his 
sense of purpose, ambition, and resilience. 
 
Once terrified of public speaking, he spoke 
to 1,300+ people at Festival for the Future 
with his story shared via TVNZ OnDemand. In 
November he was awarded a Kiwibank Local 
Hero medal, and a Rising Star Award. 
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PROFILE – FAR NORTH

The team did research in their communities 
and found some issues of concern were 
youth suicide, crime, and lack of motivation. 
After defining their problem statement, they 
asked – “how might we uplift and advocate for 
improved mental health and hauora (health) for 
our rangatahi (spiritually, physically, mentally 
and socially) while they are in school?” 

From the first prototype key insights included 
the need for stronger support from health 
professionals, and processes that help ensure 
everyone is as safe as possible. There also 
needs to be stronger boundaries between 
the mentors and mentees, so that they can 
focus on building self-confidence and sense of 

Mental Health is the biggest issue 
for rangatahi in the Far North.

OUTCOMES & NEXT STEPS
PROBLEM SOLVING

PROBLEM STATEMENT

FROM LEFT:  Renee Walters-Price, Aroha Puru, Blair Kapa, 
Nina Griffiths, and Harko Brown (Coach).

Their project – Kauri – is a by-youth-for-youth 
mentoring programme for senior secondary 
students. Rangatahi want to help friends who 
are struggling, but this can be dangerous for 
both parties. Their goal is to support rangatahi 
to support their peers in a safer and more 
inclusive way. Their objective is to develop a 
strengths-based approach; to build tuakana/
teina relationships, build mutual trust and 
empower mentees to become self-confident.

They tested their first prototype by each 
mentoring one person for several weeks. 
This had good impact, with one mentee even 
getting a work trial through the experience. 

identity. They are now refining their prototype.
One outcome from this project is that each 
member of the wider Far North Youth Council 
will now receive training in youth mentoring 
and will work with four mentees over the 
course of the year to further refine project 
Kauri. From there, the aim is to recruit and 
train a wider network of peer mentors to 
deliver the mentoring programme across the 
Far North District. 

This programme has helped me to 
grow. I’ve learned concepts and ideas 
I never thought were possible. I’ve 
met people who have changed my 
perception about the wider world. 
Before I was like many others, and I 
wanted to make a positive difference 
but didn’t know how. For me, Future 
Leaders has been that vehicle to help 
me achieve my goal. 

- Aroha Puru
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PROFILE – EASTERN BAY

Issues identified from their community research 
included teen pregnancy, suicide, drugs, 
lack of connection, and lack of belonging. 
After defining their problem statement, they 
asked – “how might we tackle boredom in 
our communities and give rangatahi positive 
opportunities to use their energy and time?”

The Eastern Bay group are all still working 
on their prototypes, and engaging with local 
stakeholders to help develop their projects. 
They are facing the challenge of getting more 
young people engaged, so they are working 
with more local stakeholders such as schools, 
iwi, and youth groups, to make their projects 
more accessible, engaging and sustainable. 

Because resources are limited, the group is 
working closely with other organisations such 
as Council, to see how to best utilise the 
various opportunities to get support. Kawerau 
Youth Council is heavily involved with the 
gaming initiative, Opotiki youth groups and 
local iwi are in discussion with the Future 
Leaders participants, and in Whakatane the 
social work sector and basketball community 
are very supportive. After testing their first 
prototypes, the Eastern bays crew plan to 
further develop their projects to tackle the 
boredom issue and get more young people 
actively engaged in the community.

Boredom is the root cause of many 
of the problems for young people in 
the Eastern Bay of Plenty.

PROBLEM SOLVING

OUTCOMES & NEXT STEPS

PROBLEM STATEMENT

FROM LEFT:  James Ngametuangaro (Opotiki), JJ Rika 
(Coach), Ashley Winiata (Whakatane), Tahiri Mahaki 
(Whakatane), Preet Kaur (Kawerau), Temuera Hata (Kawerau), 
and Joseph Ngametuangaro (Opotiki)

In Whakatane they created ‘Above the Rim’, a 
basketball challenge that also aims to connect 
rangatahi with support services. For support 
services, one of the challenges is reaching 
rangatahi in their times of need, and the 
negative connotations often associated with 
reaching out for help. Their idea is to connect 
rangatahi in fun and engaging way, provide 
an accessible bridge to support services, and 
foster healthy relationships through sport. 

In Kawerau there is big interest in gaming 
amongst young people. They are exploring 
ways to get rangatahi ‘gaming for good’, 
including how to utilise technology such as 
apps to gamify active participation in their 
community. The aim is also to get rangatahi 
out in the community, connecting and enjoying 
local offerings and the outdoors, which has 
been proven to boost mental health.

In Opotiki they are working with local 
stakeholders and exploring partnering with an 
existing initiative, and adding a more engaging 
and impactful element for young people. 
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PROFILE – WHANGAREI

The team surveyed 41 youth and found 
nearly all had experienced challenges around 
mental health or knew someone affected. Key 
challenges were education and where to seek 
help. The group asked – “how might we create 
a space for shared teaching and learning about 
mental health and wellbeing in Whangarei?” 
 

They are currently working with a real estate 
agent to access dormant space, and with 
mental health groups for content. The 
agency is supportive, but have strict rules 
about what they will allow to be displayed 
within the spaces they are trying to lease. 
This encouraged more creative problem 
solving with stakeholders. The team plan to 
use different display materials over shorter 
timeframes to test the results in shops this 
year. They also plan to create original content 

Mental health is the biggest issue 
for rangatahi in Whangarei.

OUTCOMES & NEXT STEPS

PROBLEM SOLVING

PROBLEM STATEMENT

FROM LEFT:  Jacinta Hoek, Summer Campbell, Mehara 
Tamaki, Ella Rankin, and Peter Boyd (Coach).

As well as the issue around mental health, 
Whangarei’s city centre was desolate with 
numerous shops waiting to be leased, often 
for several months at a time, which added 
a sense of despair. The group created a 
project to utilise these empty retail spaces by 
decorating them with engaging information 
that draws attention to the importance of 
looking after mental health and wellbeing, 
provide self-care tips, and encourage those 
struggling to seek help and where to find it. 

that is Whangarei-specific, to encourage more 
participation and pride in their town. They plan 
to work with the Whangarei Youth Advisory 
Group to assist with the project in 2018.

Tragically, while on the Future Leaders 
programme, Mehara Tamaki passed 
away in her sleep due to a medical 
condition. Her passing greatly 
impacted the team in Whangarei and 
the wider Future Leaders whanau. 
Mehara was a champion for young 
people, had a passion for politics, and 
one day planned to be Prime Minister. 
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PROFILE – PALMERSTON NORTH

Through research the team gained insights 
into issues for young people including a lack 
of support, confidence and connections. After 
defining their problem statement, they asked 
the question – how might we help develop 
a supportive environment to instill greater 
confidence in young people? 

Young people in Palmerston North 
aren’t prepared for life after school.

PROBLEM SOLVING

OUTCOMES & NEXT STEPS

PROBLEM STATEMENT

FROM LEFT:  Sarah White, Johnelle Hosking, Abi Symes 
(Coach), Leah Baken, and Samir Loumachi

They designed their first prototype and tested 
it with a small group of young people, which 
was a Finance and Budgeting workshop with 
a speaker from the Financial Freedom Trust 
and sponsorship from Westpac. 

They conducted a survey to get feedback, 
which they are using to refine their second 
prototype. Key insights suggested more time 
for promotion, better venue for acoustics, 
more time for introductions, and a more 
targeted audience. They were successful in 
gaining sponsorship, but next time they will 
increase their outreach to get more resources.

The group had various ideas such as running 
an inspirational speaker series, but in the 
end, young people voted on the idea they felt 
would be the most valuable. Adulting 101 is a 
series of public workshops open to all youth, 
which teaches practical life skills to prepare 
young people for moving out of home. 

The team are connecting with Youth One Stop 
Shop, Massey University Student Association, 
Youth Network, Building Clever Companies, 
and Young Enterprise to continue developing 
their project. They plan to develop and test 
their project further in the coming months.

Future Leaders has helped me grow a 
lot of confidence. I couldn’t have been 
supported any better and I felt 100% 
supported throughout the whole year.

I think there is so much value that 
Future Leaders brings, and encourages 
the positive ripple effect in the 
community. Through the programme, 
I have already become more of an 
advocate for leadership. I believe the 
confidence that Future Leaders has 
brought out in me is already overflowing 
into others in our community!

 
- Samir Loumachi



Short-sharp talks from a diverse range of 
entrepreneurs, innovators & leaders.

FOUNDERS & INNOVATORS

VOTE

The ‘future of’ plenaries gave young people 
the chance to explore big issues including: 
 – the future of work and technology 
 – the future of education & learning
 – the future of politics & democracy
 – the future of environment

The interactive workshops help to build 
future-relevant skills and capabilities, and 
develop ideas. Workshops included: 
– design thinking & creative problem solving 
– the power of film and storytelling 
– start-up social enterprise
– ideas and skills cafe
– global citizenship
– leading for impact
– mindfulness & wellbeing

EXPLORING MEGA-TRENDS

GROWING IDEAS & SKILLS

Imagine – 1,300+ young New Zealanders coming together to  
be inspired, build ideas and skills, and create the future! 
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ATTENDING SEWF

Our Future Leaders attended the Social Enterprise World 
Forum in Christchurch – a chance to learn from global 
best practice, and connect with other young social 
entrepreneurs from across Aotearoa and beyond. 

 It was so cool learning about the 
issues in Canada and seeing the 
similarities to Kawerau. That was so 
useful and we’re going to use that 
information to help us with ideas for 
solving issues in our community.

– Preet Kaur

I was encouraged by how many people 
from all around the world are eager 
to find and embrace ways of doing 
business for the benefit of their society 
and the environment, instead of at the 
expense of.

– Leah Baken
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1. The need to increase resourcing, 
training and support for Coaches  
2017 was the first year that we have worked 
to train and support local Coaches to help 
coordinate and deliver the programme on 
the ground in each communitiy. Whilst they 
have only been contracted in a very part-time 
capacity, this has been invaluable in helping 
to create better outcomes for young people. 
Greater investment into the training and 
support for Coaches, and increasing the level 
of resourcing to support them to be able to 
devote more time every month to supporting 
young people in their community has the 
potential to significantly increase outcomes. 
 
Whilst we ran a 3-day training session for 
Coaches and regular check-ins throughout, 
additional in-person training and development 
for Coaches in 2018 would be beneficial.

2. A refined curriculum and learning 
resources, and extending the programme 
from 6 to 9 months  
Extending the programme will help to create 
better learning outcomes for young people. It 
would enable more coaching, more workshops 
and events to help build capability, more time 
to develop and implement ideas to make a 
difference, and a chance to put more energy 
into flow-on pathways into employment, 
entrepreneurship and leadership. 
 
There are also important competencies that 
didn’t score well in the 2017 evaluation, such 
as digital and financial capability, and these 
need to be better integrated in 2018.

4. Creating better outcomes for more 
young people in each community  
Whilst the programme has focused on a 
small cohort of participants to date, we are 
now exploring ways to engage and benefit 
significantly more young people in each 
community. We believe this could be achieved 
through opening up workshops and events, 
online learning, and working to support more 
young people to attend Festival for the Future.

5. Stronger partnerships and relationships 
with Council and community stakeholders 
Young people on the programme would 
benefit by having greater connectivity to their 
local Mayor, Council, and other business and 
community leaders. More effective and regular 
engagement is required, with a greater focus 
on developing supportive local mentoring 
relationships in each community.

3. Mental health and wellbeing 
Mental health and wellbeing needs to be 
better integrated into training and support.

LEARNING & INSIGHT FOR 2018 
As we reflect on the 2017 programme, we are working to gain insight from a range of stakeholders 
– our coaches, participants, Councils and partners to understand what worked, and what didn’t. 
Below is a summary of insights and recommendations to help strengthen the programme in 2018.
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SNAPSHOT OF 2018
Building on insights and recommendations from this year, we are in the process of refining the 2018 
Future Leaders programme to create stronger outcomes for young people, with a longer programme 
and increased support that aims to benefit significantly more young people. Below is a snapshot.

x1 Coach – we recruit, train and 

support one coach who leads the local 

coordination including Mayor meetups, 

coaching with participants, workshops 

and events, and attending national hui.

x4 Future Leaders – the core group 

of young people who participate in 

the whole programme, attending all 

national hui, activating others, and 

leading the local community project.

x50 Young People – from the wider 

community take part in the local hui, 

capability building workshops, attend 

Festival for the Future (FFTF18), and 

support the local community project.

THREE TIERS OF ENGAGEMENT, SUPPORTING AT LEAST 50 YOUNG PEOPLE IN EACH COMMUNITY 

OCTOBER NOVEMBERSEPTEMBERAUGUSTJULYAPRIL MAY JUNEMARCH

LOCAL COACH & FUTURE LEADERS MEET WITH THE LOCAL MAYOR EVERY 1-2 MONTHS

FUTURE LEADERS GET 1-ON-1 LOCAL COACHING AND MENTORING EVERY MONTH

WORKSHOP 1 WORKSHOP 2 WORKSHOP 3 WORKSHOP 4 WORKSHOP 5 WORKSHOP 6 WORKSHOP 7

LOCAL HUI SHOWCASE

NATIONAL 
HUI 1

NATIONAL 
HUI 3

(FFTF18)

NATIONAL 
HUI 2

DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT A LOCAL PROJECT TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE
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On behalf of the team at Inspiring Stories we would like to acknowledge the following organisations, 
and the many generous people who have helped to make the Future Leaders programme possible. 

GENEROSITY & GRATITUDE

NATIONWIDE SUPPORTERSCOMMUNITY & REGIONAL SUPPORTERSFUTURE LEADERS & COACHES
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ABOUT OUR ORGANISATION

Our vision is to see every young New Zealander 
unleash their potential to change the world.

We live in a world with urgent and complex 
problems that need solving – social, 
environmental, economic. Young people are 
the future – the lever that can and will change 
the world. We need to back them to do it.

We’re building an ecosystem of programmes, 
partnerships and pathways that support 
young people to connect, explore big issues 
that affect their future, build capability, and 
their ideas and ventures to make a difference.  
For a tiny organisation we have a huge output, 
and we pride ourselves on being a learning 
organisation and leading by example.

OUR VISIONOUR TRACK RECORD

OUR WHY

OUR HOW

Since launching in 2011, Inspiring Stories 
has built an impressive track record of 
programmes and partnerships that have now 
supported more than 7,000 young people to 
build their capability, confidence, and their 
ideas to make a difference. From curing 
treatable blindness to tackling recidivism in 
prisons, starting technology companies and 
strengthening mental health and wellbeing. 
Our alumni have been shortlisted for the 
Young New Zealander of the Year Award, 
won International Youth Leadership Awards, 
attended the Global Entrepreneurship Summit, 
and represented NZ on the world stage. 
 
ACHIEVEMENT
– 7,000+ Programme alumni
– 25,000+ Public speaking audiences
– 100+ Ventures sparked and supported
– 22M+ Combined annual media reach in 2017
– 2015 Young NZer of the Year Awarded to our  
   CEO & Founder, Guy Ryan.

w w w . i n s p i r i n g s t o r i e s . o r g . n z
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THE TEAM BEHIND IT
OUR CORE OPERATIONS CREW OUR BOARD

Guy Ryan  
CEO & Founder, Former Young 
New Zealander of the Year (2015)

Thomas Maharaj  
General Manager, working across 
strategy, partnerships and growth

Alice Andersen 
Programme Manager, Young 
people in social enterprise

Harko Brown 
Champion & Coach,  
Far North

Hana Osawa 
Head of Design & Digital

Marty Enright, Chair 
Ex-Bus. Dev for Warner Bros 
Asia-Pacific, now Consultant

Angela Lim, Trustee 
Doctor at Starship Hospital. 
Entrepreneur. Board member.

Carina Esguerra
Programme Manager, Future 
Leaders – rural & provincial NZ

Abi Symes
Champion & Coach,  
Palmerston North

Dan Henderson, Trustee
Ex-Coordinator Mayor’s Taskforce 
for Jobs, Director at Be Collective

Noa Woolloff  
Business Development and  
Youth Engagement

Peter Boyd 
Champion & Coach,  
Whangarei

Agnes Naera, Trustee 
Director of Equity at AUT 
Business School

Anya Bukholt-Payne 
Communications, Events & 
Scholarships Intern

Jacque Lethbridge, Trustee 
Partner at Lowndes Law, Chair of 
Auckland Community Law Fndtn

JJ Rika 
Champion & Coach,  
Eastern Bay of Plenty

Katharine Broughton, Trustee 
Senior PR and Communications, 
ex-owner of BEAT PR Agency

Jo Bailey // Operations Manager 
Day-to-day operations and 
support across our programmes
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OUR PROGRAMMES

In partnership with the Mayor’s Taskforce 
for Jobs and local Councils, Future Leaders 
(FL) backs young people from rural and 
provincial New Zealand to develop their social 
entrepreneurship and leadership capability 
and make a difference in their backyard. 
See www.futureleaders.kiwi

We’re building The Future Fund to provide 
seed funding grants and tailored support for 
New Zealand’s most promising young social 
entrepreneurs. We’re looking to make the first 
contestable seed funding available in 2018. 
See www.thefuturefund.org.nzFestival for the Future (FFTF) is a vibrant 

national event that celebrates youth-led Kiwi 
innovation, supporting the next generation to 
build ideas and skills for a better world.
See www.festivalforthefuture.org.nz

Live the Dream (LTD) is 9-month programme 
that supports New Zealand’s most promising 
young social entrepreneurs to develop their 
ventures. See www.livethedream.org.nz

Our national film competition, attracting a 
diverse range of 3-5 minute documentaries 
about young Kiwis making a difference.
See www.makingadifference.org.nz



www.inspir ingstor ies.org.nz


